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BOSS VE5 VOCAL PROCESSOR A compact effects 
processor and looper for vocalists. It features effects 
derived from the VE-20 in a tabletop design that can be 
mounted on a mic stand with the included mount. Six 
high-quality effects include reverb, delay, double/har-
mony, dynamics, pitch correct and tone/SFX. The internal 
phrase looper can be used to record backing tracks. It 
has an XLR-1/4" combo input jack , XLR output jack, 1/4" 
TRS headphone jack and a 1/4" TRS aux input jack. Other features include an internal 
microphone, battery power ability and Favorite Sound function.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VE5-RD...................... Vocal effects processor, red ........................................................ 249.00
VE5-WH ..................... Vocal effects processor, white  .................................................... 249.00

TC HELICON MIC MECHANIC VOCAL EFFECTS 
PROCESSOR Studio quality vocal processing in a compact 
pedal format. Features 8 reverb and echo presets, as well 
as separate reverb and delay settings. It also has Auto 
Chromatic Pitch Correction, and a tone button for adaptive 
EQ, compression, de-essing and gating. A tap tempo foot-
switch lets you easily match effects to the song's tempo and 
it can even be controlled by the optional MP-75 microphone. 
Easily connect to a PA system with XLR input and output. 
Other features include phantom power, a low-noise microphone preamp, USB con-
nection for firmware updates and compact, rugged all-metal construction.  
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICETONE-MIC-MECHNC.....Vocal effects processor .................................................... 149.99
MP-75 ...................................Dynamic vocal mic with mic control switch ..................... 169.00

TC HELICON VOICE LIVE RACK Combines a transparent mic pre, a full suite of 
adaptive pre-effects, and vocal effects path to produce any vocal sound one can dream 
of. Features digitally controlled gain, phantom power, pre effects, direct access edit-
ing, performer control via Mic Control or footswitch, 238 factory presets (memory for 
400 presets), touch interface and more. Effects are Mod, Echo and Delay, Reverb, 
Harmony, Double, Transducer, Rhythmic, Tone, HardTune and Correction. I/O 
includes (1) XLR mic/line in, (2) 1/4" TRS in, (1) 1/4" guitar in, (1) aux 1/8" stereo in, 
(2) XLR out (L (MONO), R (DRY), (2) 1/4" TRS out (L/R), MIDI In/Out/Thru, RCA digi-
tal  I/O, pedal in, and USB-B. Includes power supply, application CD and USB cable.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICE-LIVE-RACK ..... Live performance vocal effects processor, 2RU ........................... 799.00

TC HELICON VOICEWORKS/VOICEWORKS-PLUS HARMONY/CORRECTION/
EFFECTS PROCESSOR This powerful 1RU processor features 4 independent 
voices with 4 harmony modes, 2 lead-voice thickening voices, “humanization”, 
multiple tunings, “harmony-hold”, adjustable gender per voice, and 2 configuration 
choices – pitch correction, or compressor/gate/3-band EQ with low cut and reverb/
delay. It also has a high-quality mic preamp with 48V phantom power. I/O includes 
RCA S/PDIF, XLR and TRS 1/4" balanced connectors. VoiceWorksPlus continues on 
with 4th generation TC-Helicon harmony technology, Voice Modeling™, and the 
Transducer and ìMod (micromod) blocks from VoicePro.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICE-WORKS ................. Vocal processor ..................................................................... 329.60
VOICEWORKS-PLUS......... Vocal processor with modeling and advanced MIDI .............. 419.78

TC HELICON VOICELIVE 2 VOCAL 
HARMONY AND EFFECTS PEDAL SYSTEM 
A floor-based vocal processor with an easy-to-
use, completely re-designed interface. Great for 
creative live performances. Features a “wizard” 
button to help you find the right preset quickly, 
stompbox access to 6 effect blocks, 1-button 
access to global tone, pitch, and guitar effects menus. Up to 8 voices with MIDI key-
board control or 4 doubled harmonies. Control harmonies with guitar, MIDI, or MP3 
input. Has a new effects section that includes separate harmony, doubling blocks, 
reverb, and tap delay. Also has a special effects block for more extreme effects such 
as “T-Pain”, megaphone and distortion. Global effects include tone, pitch correction, 
and guitar effects. Adaptive gate reduces mic input when you're not singing and use 
your feet for digital mic gain. All effects may be used simultaneously. I/O includes 
mic/line input with digital controlled mic gain, guitar input (with auto-mix, guitar FX, 
and transparent pass-thru), stereo 1/8" input, stereo XLR, 1/4", headphone outs, MIDI 
IN/OUT/THRU, and expression pedal in. It also offers simple preset chaining with the 
“step” feature and has USB support for updates, back-ups, and audio streaming.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICE-LIVE-2 ............ Live performance vocal effects processor ................................... 679.44

TC HELICON VOICETONE SINGLES SERIES A series of vocal 
processing pedals offering effects ported from the VoiceLive2. The 
T1 is for adaptive tone and dynamics, the C1 offers HardTune™ 
and pitch correction. The D1 is used for doubling and detuning 
while the R1 offers reverbs tuned specifically for vocals. Up to 4 
VoiceTone single pedals can be chained together for extensive 
processing possibilities. Each pedal features a studio quality 
microphone preamp with phantom power, balanced XLR output, 
recessed gain knob and USB for connecting to VoiceSupport for 
added tips, tricks and updates. The  pedals have a die-cast steel 
design and rubberized base. The MP-75 microphone has a thumbswitch which allows 
you to turn effects on or off.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICETONE-T1 .......... Vocal processor with adaptive EQ and dynamics .......................... 99.99
VOICETONE-C1 .......... Vocal processor with HardTune™ and pitch correction .............. 129.99
VOICETONE-D1 .......... Vocal processor with doubling and detuning .............................. 139.99
VOICETONE-R1 .......... Vocal processor with voice-tuned reverb ..................................... 129.99
MP-75 ....................... Vocal microphone with Mic Control™ ......................................... 169.00

TC HELICON VOICELIVE® PLAY AND PLAY GTX 
BUNDLES Features over 200 song and artist presets to 
choose from, helping you create amazing vocals. Plug in 
your MP3 player and sing along with your favorite tracks 
using the Voice Cancel feature, or create instant effects 
for your own songs. Features aux input, RoomSense – 
embedded mics to automatically set key for harmonies, 
VLOOP™ performance looper, and more. VOICELIVE-
PLAY-GTX-SENN adds guitar effects and amp tones. 
Features dedicated guitar effects processing from tc 
electronic – no amp required, key for harmonies and pitch correction set automati-
cally from guitar input, and more. Both models include a Sennheiser mic, allowing you 
to switch presets or toggle functions remotely.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICELIVE-PLAY-SENN .........Vocal effects processor with Sennheiser e835 FX mic ..... 339.99
VOICELIVEPLAYGTX-SEN .......As above, with guitar effects and amp tones .................. 439.99
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TC HELICON VOICE LIVE TOUCH 2 VOCAL 
PROCESSOR A vocal processor with premium qual-
ity effects and VLOOP™ looper, it features the same 
effects as the VoiceLive 2. Using the 9-buttonTouch Matrix 
interface, change sounds in an instant with a tap or swipe 
of the smooth surface preset slider. Use the VLOOP’s 
LoopAssist™ including metronome and quantization to 
overdub, undo, and multiply functions, creating up to 
25 loops. Its 8 voices of NaturalPlay harmonies can be 
controlled by guitar, MIDI, USB/aux input or the embedded RoomSense mics, which 
listen to the music in the room to automatically set the key. Voicing buttons offer 
instant harmony arranging and a talk button bypasses all effects. Use “Favorites” to 
store and recall up to 25 customized effects. Other features include VocalCancel for 
karaoke, XLR mic input, 1/8" aux input, MIDI in (including MIDI sync support), 1/8" 
headphone output with level control, 1/4" guitar in and thru, XLR and dual TRS out, 
USB for audio I/O and connection to VoiceSupport software, mic stand mount and 
1/4" input for a 3-button footswitch (sold separately).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE                                   
VOICE-LIVE-TOUCH-2...... Touch interface vocal effects processor ................................ 599.99
SWITCH3 ......................... Triple footswitch for TC Helicon processors ............................. 44.18
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